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FADE IN

EXT. ASGARD

Loki sits on the throne of Odin. It appears he is awaiting 
someone’s arrival. Outside everyone on Asgard looks up as 
fleets of ships are arriving. Heimdall is seen leaving his 
post. A being teleports to Odin’s throne room. It is none 
other than Thanos.

INT. ODIN’S THRONE ROOM

LOKI
Lord Thanos, welcome to Asgard. 

THANOS
The Gauntlet...

THANOS (CONT’D)
Odin’s Chamber..

CUT TO:

INT. ODIN’S CHAMBER ROOM

A metal wall is seen opening as Thanos reaches for the 
Infinity Gauntlet. 

THANOS
Finally.. I’ll do it myself...

Loki turns around and does his famed sick smile. Thanos turns 
his attention towards Loki. 

THANOS (CONT’D)
The Tesseract...

Loki summons for a servant. The servant dressed in a similar 
attire as Loki hands over the Tesseract to Thanos. 

THANOS (CONT’D)
You have covered greatly since the 
lost on Earth. I shall spare your 
soul Loki.  

LOKI
Thank you Lord Thanos..  

Thanos observes the Tesseract. 



LOKI (CONT’D)
Something wrong?

THANOS
There is a soul trapped within the 
dimension of the Tesseract. I shall 
release....

A beam of energy emits from the Tesseract. The Red Skull 
slowly appears and lands on the floor. He slowly looks around 
the area and then at the individuals. 

LOKI
Who do we have here? 

THANOS
Indeed....

RED SKULL
What is this? 

LOKI
Welcome to Asgard..

RED SKULL
Asgard? Of the mystical realms? 
I’ve travelled light years from 
Earth.

LOKI
Earth.... 

THANOS
You’re a human? 

LOKI
A different kind of mortal perhaps?

RED SKULL
I am far superior than the humans. 
I am a super soldier.. 

LOKI
I’ve fought someone just like you. 
The one who calls himself 
“captain”. I also fought another 
warrior greater than he. 

RED SKULL
Describe this soldier....

LOKI
The soldier of red, white and blue. 
The man out of time. 
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RED SKULL
Out of time? 

LOKI
Yes....

RED SKULL
Asgard, one of the realms spoken of 
through Norse mythology.  

LOKI
No fairy tales here earthling. 

RED SKULL
Before I was here I was on Earth 
battling Captain Rogers. It also 
appears from the words you just 
spoke about being out of time, it 
appears I’ve traveled through time. 
So I’ve traveled to the future? 
What of Hydra? 

THANOS
None of that matters mortal. I have 
released you from the Tesseract. 
You can either join my regime or be 
destroyed. 

RED SKULL
What is your purpose?

THANOS
To hunt down the Infinity Stones 
and rule the universe. The 
Tesseract here holds one of the 
them.

Thanos pulls out the Infinity Space Stone from the Tesseract.

THANOS (CONT’D)
The powers of space. Behold, the 
Infinity Space Stone.

Thanos puts the Infinity Space Stone into the middle finger 
of the Infinity Gauntlet. Heimdall, Sif, Volstagg, Fandral, 
and Hogun arrive to the scene.

HEIMDALL
(loud tone)

Thanos..

THANOS
Asgardians, stand down or be put to 
death. 
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HEIMDALL
You shall not walk away with the 
Infinity Gauntlet. 

LOKI
Thanos is the most....

HEIMDALL
I am aware.... Sif you and the 
others warn... 

Thanos with the Infinity Space Stone vaporizes the three 
individuals. Thanos then gives Heimdall a sick smile. Thanos 
and Heimdall go into battle as Loki, his servants and the Red 
Skull watch on. Thanos wins the battle and removes the 
Infinity Soul Stone from Heimdal chest. He then puts the 
Infinity Stone in the center of the hand of the Infinity 
Gauntlet. 

CUT TO:

EXT. ASGARD

Destruction is seen everywhere on Asgard. Meanwhile more 
explosions fill the scene showing Asgard slowly going into 
peril. Thanos, Loki, and the Red Skull are seen approaching 
Hela. 

HELA
My army has done everything you 
requested. 

THANOS
Asgard will soon be put to death. 
Hela you have done quite well. 

HELA
What is my reward?

THANOS
In due time Hela.... 

CUT TO:

EXT. ASGARD

Thor is seen arriving to the scene. He starts battling Hela’s 
warriors and makes his way towards Odin’s throne room. He 
finds Heimdall in agony. 

THOR
Heimdall
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HEIMDALL
Loki has handed the Infinity 
Gauntlet to Thanos. 

THOR
Thanos...

HEIMDALL
We must head to the transport. 

Thor helps up Heimdall as the two eventually reach the 
transport. 

CUT TO:

INT. HEIMDALL CHAMBER

HEIMDALL
I’m sending you a planet where you 
will find an ally. 

THOR
I can’t leave you here....

HEIMDALL
I must stay in order for you to 
transport. 

(brief silence)
Every planet must face its 
Ragnarok....

THOR
I shall avenge you brother. 

CUT TO:

EXT. SPACE, ASGARD

Asgard is seen from space with destruction all over the 
planet. Thanos, Loki and Red Skull are seen entering the 
bridge of the mother ship. 

INT. THANOS MOTHER SHIP, HALLWAY

RED SKULL
Impressive technology.. I would 
like to learn more about it.

THANOS
I will give you a tour. 
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RED SKULL
What happens if your successful of 
completing the Infinity Gauntlet?

THANOS
Once I gather all six Infinity 
Stone I will create a new universe. 
The greater world...

LOKI
The world The Other once spoke of.

CUT TO:

INT. THANOS MOTHER SHIP, BRIDGE

Thanos, Loki and Red Skull arrive to tbe bridge. They see a 
transport beam from Asgard. 

RED SKULL
What was that?

LOKI
Heimdall has sent my brother 
somewhere. 

RED SKULL
Earth?

LOKI
Perhaps....

THANOS
We’ll catch up to him in due 
“time”. Set a course...

END OF TEASER
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AVENGERS INFINITY WARS

EXT. MANHATTAN

Shocker and Rhino are battling Spider-man in Manhattan. The 
web-slinger is getting beat down. Suddenly Iron Man, Vision 
and Ms. Marvel join the battle. 

SPIDER-MAN
Thanks I guess...

IRON MAN
Avengers lets move

Shocker firing his shockwaves at Iron Man and Vision. Rhino 
goes to charge at Vision with his horn, but Vision uses his 
powers to force the behemoth to go through him. Ms. Marvel 
tries to get to near Shocker, but flies away to avoid the 
electric shockwaves. Vision gets the upper hand with Shocker 
and takes him out immediately. Meanwhile Corporate Red 
arrives on the scene.  

RHINO
Well, well look who came out of the 
shadows. You should’ve stayed in 
your “forgotten” world. I’m going 
to pound you like the sandwich that 
you are.

CORPORATE RED
I’m not that skinny.... 

Rhino runs towards Corporate Red. Corporate Red flies towards 
him with red energy surrounding his body. Corporate Red gives 
him the “Power Punch”. Rhino head jerks upwards as he gets 
dizzy and then falls on his back with huge earthquake thud 
and cracks underneath him.

IRON MAN
I’m afraid that guy is going to 
replace the entire team one day. 

MS. MARVEL
Talk about a “power” punch. 

The civilians and law enforcement cheer. 

CORPORATE RED
It was nothing....

The media, civilians and law enforcement however only walk up 
to the Avengers and Spider-man.  
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CORPORATE RED (CONT’D)
I’m not surprised.....

During the bout a civilian is severely injured. Corporate Red 
runs up to injured civilian and flies him to a nearby 
hospital.

REPORTER 
The Avengers have saved the day 
once again. 

The crowd cheers, with the Avengers staring at the crowd. 
Spider-man has his arms folded. Iron Man pulls him to the 
side. 

IRON MAN
Listen I’m sorry for sleeping with 
your aunt. It was a bad choice. I’m 
sorry... We’re still pals right?

Spider-man shoots webbing at Iron Man’s face and web-slings 
away. 

VISION
He’s still mad....

IRON MAN
Yep...

MS. MARVEL
Where’s Corporate Red?

IRON MAN
That’s a good question?

CUT TO:

EXT. HOSPITAL

Corporate Red is seen landing outside of a hospital, while 
carrying the injured civilian. 

CORPORATE RED
This civilian is bleeding badly...

A DOCTOR
We’ll get him into surgery.

The patient is put onto a bed and rushed into the emergency 
room.
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CORPORATE RED
Surgery? Why aren’t you giving him 
the healing medicine?

A DOCTOR
What healing medicine?

CORPORATE RED
The healing machine they use at the 
Avengers Tower.

A DOCTOR
Look I don’t have time for this. 

The scene slows down as the doctor is joined by other doctors 
as they rush the patient into the emergency room. The scene 
slowly zooms into Corporate Red’s helmet as anger is seen 
building up in his eyes. 

CUT TO:

EXT. XANDAR 

Irani Rael is seen in her office at the Nova Corps. Corpsman 
Dey enters her office. 

INT. IRANI RAEL OFFICE

IRANI RAEL
Is there a problem?

CORSPMAN DEY
We’re picking up multiple objects 
on radar. 

CUT TO:

EXT. XANDAR

Thanos mother ship and his following fleet ships are entering 
the atmosphere of Xandar.

INT. THANOS MOTHER SHIP, BRIDGE

THANOS
Send in the starships of the Kree. 
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THANOS SERVANT
Kree, take off. 

CUT TO:

EXT. KREE SHIPS

The Kree takeoff in their starships.

CUT TO:

INT. THANOS MOTHER SHIP, BRIDGE

LOKI
What of the Chitauri?

THANOS
We will save them for the finale. 

CUT TO:

INT. NOVA CORPS

IRANI RAEL
Prepare for imminent..... 

Suddenly the window gets blasted as explosions are heard 
outside. The Kree armies are flying in their starships
attacking the region. Meanwhile a few members of the Kree 
land outside the Nova Corp and exit their vehicles. A war 
begins outside and eventually into the Nova Corp. Once inside 
the Kree exchange plasma fire with Irani, Corpsman Dey and 
members of the Nova Corp. Suddenly Thanos and a few of his 
guards appear in the office of the Nova Corp. The guards take 
our the remaining guards of the Nova Corps. 

THANOS
The Orb..

CORSPMAN DEY
Never

Thanos grabs the neck of Corspman Dey, and kills him. He then 
drops him to the floor and slowly turns towards Irani Rael. 

THANOS
The Orb..

A member of the Kree finds the Orb in a container. The 
servant then approaches Thanos and hands him the Orb. Thanos 
opens the orb and sees the Infinity Power Stone. 
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Thanos makes a fist with the Infinity Gauntlet and then uses 
his other hand to pound the Infinity Power Stone into the 
gauntlet. He screams while pounding it and allowing the 
powers to fuse with the gauntlet. He then grabs Irani Rael by 
the neck with the Infinity Gauntlet. 

IRANI RAEL
Screw you....

Thanos breaks Irani neck, killing her in the process. He then 
drops her to the floor. Her eyes still open as she lays dead 
with some blood coming out of her mouth. Explosions and 
plasma fire continue to be heard in the background along with 
screams from the people of Xandar. Thanos and his followers 
walk away. 

CUT TO:

EXT. AVENGERS TOWER

Tony Stark is seen drinking a glass of wine with James 
Rhodes, Vision and Carol Danvers. Terrell is seen entering 
out of the elevator in his navy blue suit and tie attire. He 
stops once coming out of the elevator. 

TONY STARK
I was wondering what happen to you? 
There he is everyone.  This man 
right here defended the entire 
borough of Brooklyn against the 
Chitauri. He also defended the 
entire city while me and the others 
were pre-occupied hunting down, 
Barnes.

CAROL DANVERS 
Corporate Red... cheesy name...

TERRELL
You too Ms. Marvel....

Ms. Marvel looks insulted. 

JAMES RHODES
He defeated the Hulk twice.

CAROL DANVERS
You don’t say....

VISION
He’s also the first to defeat 
Ultron. Before the resurrection 
thanks to one Mr. Stark.
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Stark forms a disappointed look at Vision. 

JAMES RHODES
Terrell, you’re the man.

VISION
The patient.... 

JAMES RHODES
What patient?

There’s a brief silence. Terrell then slowly walks towards 
the group. 

TERRELL
A civilian suffered injuries during 
that melee. Injuries that took the 
patients soul.  

VISION
I’m sorry Terrell....

Terrell stops halfway from Tony. 

TERRELL
Why didn’t you do more?

FLASHBACK

Tony gets a glimpse of the vision he saw back in Socovia of 
the same words Corporate Red is asking him and then back to 
present day.

PRESENT DAY

TONY STARK
I’m sorry, what happen?

TERRELL
How come none of the hospitals have 
Dr. Helen Cho’s healing technology 
that was used on Hawkeye?

TONY STARK
These things take time Terrell.

TERRELL
All the money you and the elites 
have and it takes time?

VISION
Terrell...
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TERRELL
Quiet you hypocrite....

MS. MARVEL
Terrell, apologize right now. 

James Rhodes gets up off the sofa. 

JAMES RHODES
Hey, just take it easy....

TERRELL
Do not touch me....

JAMES RHODES
Okay.... 

TERRELL
Forget it, I’m leaving.... 

TONY STARK
Terrell....

TERRELL
A civilian is dead and that 
civilian would’ve been alive had 
the hospital had access to Cho’s 
healing technology. Why is it only 
you and a few have access to it? 
Maybe Ultron was right?

TONY STARK
You just went way out of line with 
that comment. 

TERRELL
I refer you to Spider-man and what 
did you do? You took someone else 
from their education and have that 
person be Spider-man.

TONY STARK
What are you talking about? You 
refer me to him....

TERRELL
I refer you to Spider-man, not 
Spidey-boy.

Vision reads Terrell’s mind realizing what he meant. Everyone 
in the room remains silent. 

TERRELL (CONT’D)
I’m out of here.....
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Terrell walks away and heads for the elevator. Vision walks 
up to him.

VISION
I know what you’re up to. There can 
be a better way to fix the 
situation. 

TERRELL
That’s nice....

VISION
There is a better way....

TERRELL
Watch your head Vision.... 

Terrell enters the elevator and the door closes. Tony and 
Vision stare at each other for a brief.

CUT TO:

EXT. THANOS MOTHER SHIP, OUTSIDE

Thanos ship and his fleet of armies are stationed. Ships of 
another origin are also stationed with his fleet. A planet is 
seen in the background. 

CUT TO:

Thanos is on the bridge of his ship, meeting with the Skrull 
Queen of the Skrull empire.

INT. THANOS MOTHER SHIP, BRIDGE

THANOS
Do we have a deal?

SKRULL QUEEN
We have a deal. We will put hold 
our war against the Kree, to assist 
you in completing the Infinity 
Gauntlet. The universal shall kneel 
to the Skrull Empire. 

THANOS
My assistant the Red Skull will 
help you make the human masks to 
disguise yourselves once we reach 
Earth. The scepter was last seen 
there, and with that contains the 
Infinity Mind Stone. 
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SKRULL QUEEN
Then it is settled. The great war 
over the humans. 

THANOS
I will require one of your soldiers 
for the special mission. 

SKRULL QUEEN
A Skrull will be provided. Once on 
earth we will find the candidates 
to help create the Super Skrull. 

LOKI
The earth is filled with humans 
with special abilities. You can use 
the powers of any of them to create 
the Super Skrull. 

SKRULL QUEEN
We shall begin preparations. 

The Skrull Queen walks away with her assistants. Thanos and 
Red Skull just stare on. The three turn around and talk in 
low tone. 

LOKI
I highly recommend you keep your 
guard high my lord. The Skrull 
Empire cannot be trusted. 

THANOS
The Skrull Empire will be fools to 
double cross me. 

CUT TO:

EXT. SECRET AVENGERS HIDEOUT

Captain America is seen entering a hideout room for the 
Secret Avengers.

INT. SECRET AVENGERS HIDEOUT

CAPTAIN AMERICA
Anyone seen Wanda?

HAWKEYE
She said she needed some air. 

CUT TO:
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EXT. SECRET AVENGERS HIDEOUT

Wanda is seen with her hands on her chest.

CAPTAIN AMERICA
Wanda...

SCARLETT WITCH
Captain, you startled me.

CAPTAIN AMERICA
Something wrong?

SCARLETT WITCH
I’ll be okay...

CAPTAIN AMERICA
You sure? You haven’t been yourself 
the past few days.

SCARLETT WITCH
There is alot happening you and the 
others wouldn’t understand.

CAPTAIN AMERICA
If there’s one thing I don’t like 
it’s secrets. 

Brief silence

SCARLETT WITCH
I’ve been having these visions ever 
since my first encounter with Stark 
during you and the Avengers attack 
on Strucker’s castle in Sokovia. 
When I tried to brainwash Tony I 
triggered a vision that showed a 
dark future. A vision filled with 
destruction and death. A great evil 
that will one day take over the 
universe or perhaps destroy it.

CAPTAIN AMERICA
Do you think it ties to what Thor 
told me and Stark? About someone 
playing a game and making pawns of 
us?

SCARLETT WITCH
I am afraid so. A threat so severe 
every hero Avenger and non-Avenger 
must join forces. A great 
“crossover” is coming.
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A brief silence

SCARLETT WITCH (CONT’D)
Steve....

CAPTAIN AMERICA
Yeah....

SCARLETT WITCH
I am scared...

The two slowly embrace and hug. 

CUT TO:

EXT. THE COLLECTOR’S LAIR

Taneleer Tivan is seen trying to arrange his collections that 
are scattered all over the place. He turns around and it’s 
none other than Loki and Red Skull. He is startled by their 
presence. 

INT. THE COLLECTOR’S LAIR

TANELEER TIVAN
I wasn’t expecting any visitors.

Taneleer Tivan does his welcome taunt.

TANELEER TIVAN (CONT’D)
Welcome...

RED SKULL
You have some interesting 
artifacts. 

TANELEER TIVAN
It would’ve looked more organized 
if it wasn’t for a past incident. 

LOKI
The Aether, do you still have it?

TANELEER TIVAN
It’s somewhere around here, I hope.

LOKI
You hope?

TANELEER TIVAN
There was an incident, which 
resulted in the mess you see here. 

(MORE)
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It’s taken me awhile to finally 
clean up.

THANOS
Find it....

TANELEER TIVAN
Lord Thanos...

THANOS
The Aether, contains an Infinity 
Stone.  

Thanos grabs the garb of Taneeler clothing.

THANOS (CONT’D)
It couldn’t have gone that far.

CUT TO:

Taneleer is seen carrying the container which holds the 
Aether inside. He then hands it over to Thanos. The mad titan 
then removes the Infinity Reality Stone from the Aether. The 
Aether slowly fades as he puts the Reality Stone into a 
finger of the Infinity Gauntlet. 

THANOS (CONT’D)
Two more to go...

Thanos then turns around and slowly is about to make his 
exit.

TANELEER TIVAN
Lord Thanos

THANOS
Yes...

TANELEER TIVAN
May I join you on your journey?

THANOS
You may...

Taneleer Tivan looks around before following Thanos and his 
faction. 

HOWARD DUCK
I guess I’ll own this place now. 

CUT TO:

TANELEER TIVAN (CONT'D)
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EXT. MANHATTAN VIEW FROM BROOKLYN

Terrell is seen in an office. A man is seen talking with him.

INT. OFFICE, NIGHTIME

TERRELL
Who else knows? 

MAN
Only a few within NASA, 
S.H.I.E.L.D. along with The 
Council. If word gets out about the 
destruction of Asgard along with 
the other planets t may cause a 
worldwide panic. 

TERRELL
Which means the individual or 
parties involved now has the 
Tesseract. 

MAN
The Council is preparing for an 
imminent threat at anytime. 

TERRELL
Just keep me updated....

MAN
I will, and Terrell....

Terrell stops walking before exiting.

MAN (CONT’D)
Maybe you should tell your allies 
about this threat? What if Thor is 
dead? 

TERRELL
Have a good evening....

The man looks puzzled as Terrell walks out of the office. 

CUT TO:

EXT. THANOS MOTHER SHIP, OUTSIDE

Thanos is seen in the bridge of his mother ship. Both his 
hands behind his back. Red Skull is seen approaching Thanos. 
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THANOS
Are you sure the sceptor is still 
on earth?

LOKI
I am positive my sovereign. The 
sceptor was never returned to 
Asgard.  

THANOS
Set a course for the Terrain 
System. The planet none other than, 
Earth.

CUT TO:

EXT. THANOS MOTHER SHIP, OUTSIDE

Thanos mothership along with the ships of the Kree and 
Skrulls go into lightspeed. 

FADE TO BLACK.

FADE IN

EXT. AVENGERS TOWER

Tony Stark is arriving at Avengers Tower. He steps out of his 
Iron Man suit. He stops and stares at the sunset. The vision 
that has been haunting him appears again for a brief with a 
thundering sound at the end. 

CUT TO:

EXT. SECRET HIDEOUT

Scarlett Witch is with the Secret Avengers consisting of 
Falcon, Ant-man, Wasp, Hawkeye and Captain America. Scarlett 
Witch standing in a corner by herself as she is haunted by 
the visions she saw with Mr. Stark. A thundering sound at the 
end of it as well. 

CUT TO:

INT. AVENGERS TOWER, SUNSET, EARLY EVENING

Vision’s Infinity Mind Stone appears to be reacting to 
something. Vision can feel the great danger that is coming. 
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He then drinks his coffee.  

CUT TO:

EXT. DOCTOR STEPHEN STRANGE RESIDENCY, EARLY EVENING

Doctor Stephen Strange is reading a book.

CUT TO:

EXT. BEDFORD-STUYVESANT, EARLY EVENING

Terrell meanwhile is sitting in his apartment in his 
Corporate Red uniform with his helmet off and stares at 
himself reflecting on his visor. 

CUT TO:

EXT. SPACE, THANOS LAIR

Thanos mothership leads the Kree and Skrull ships in 
lightspeed.

CUT TO:

EXT. DOCTOR STEPHEN STRANGE SANCTUARY

Terrell seen in his navy blue and suit and tie attire as he 
awaits Doctor Strange. Strange arrives into the room.

DOCTOR STRANGE
Everything appears the same.....

TERRELL
We’re running out of options. The 
Infinity Stones are being collected 
as we speak.

DOCTOR STRANGE
If that is true then it can work to 
our advantage in getting our hands 
on the Infinity Gauntlet with the 
Time Stone at our disposal.  

TERRELL
What is the Infinity Gauntlet? 

Doctor Strange pulls out a book. Terrell walks over to 
Strange and stares at the book. 
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DOCTOR STRANGE
The Infinity Gauntlet is universal 
weapon. A golden glove that 
contains empty slots for the six 
Infinity Stones. Three of them you 
are familiar of, being the Time, 
Mind and Space Stone. The Space 
Stone origin is the Tesseract. 

TERRELL
I see... 

(that explains everything)

DOCTOR STRANGE
The Tesseract, The Scepter once 
held by Loki, and the Eye of 
Agammotta each contain an Infinity 
Stone. Once the six Infinity Stones 
are together and placed upon the 
Infinity Gauntlet, anyone 
possessing it will have control of 
the universe.   

TERRELL
Space, Power, Reality, Time, Mind, 
and Soul.

DOCTOR STRANGE
If such power went into the wrong 
hands..

TERRELL
The Tesseract was on Asgard. But 
it’s been destroyed, along with 
half of the universe. Someone has 
already started the journey and 
will eventually arrive here for the 
two Infinity Stones.

DOCTOR STRANGE
Yes I have seen the visions. Mr. 
Stark once told me about them. 
Scarlett Witch failed attempt in 
trying to take over Tony’s mind 
revealed the dark future ahead. 
Professor Xavier is also aware.

TERRELL
Tony informed me as well a few 
years ago. 

DOCTOR STRANGE
Perhaps your soul is the one that 
will save the universe. 
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TERRELL
We shall see.... 

DOCTOR STRANGE
Remember what I told you... If we 
can’t restore everything to the 
original timeline we’ll have to get 
adjusted to living here.

TERRELL
I plan on correcting this... 

Terrell exits, as Doctor Strange forms a concerned look. 

CUT TO:

EXT. SPACE

The Guardians of the Galaxy along are in Starlord’s ship 
racing towards Earth.

GAMORA
If we don’t stop my father soon the 
entire universe will collapse. 

STAR-LORD
We’ll get to earth in time just be 
patient.   

Everyone notices some noise from the boxes in the corner.

STAR-LORD (CONT’D)
Them boxes been rattling for awhile 
now. 

ROCKET RACCOON
Wait a minute? If I didn’t know any 
better. 

YONDU
Indeed... 

Youndu walks up to the boxes and reaches his arms through the 
boxes and quickly pulls out the storeaway.

SQUIRREL GIRL
Hi...

YONDU
Yep.. We have a storeaway.... 
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SQUIRREL GIRL
No, please... I just want to 
help... Oh...

STAR-LORD
Put her down Yondu. She’s 
harmless.... Listen, I don’t like 
storeaways on my ship. There 
would’ve been no harm in you 
asking.

GAMORA
We’re going on a dangerous mission.

SQUIRREL GIRL
I really want to help.

GAMORA
What’s your name?

SQUIRREL GIRL
I’m Squirrel Girl.

GAMORA
I’m Gamora..

SQUIRREL GIRL
Nice to meet you... 

ROCKET RACCOON
I’m Rocket Raccoon...

SQUIRREL GIRL
But where’s your rocket?

ROCKET RACCOON
Good question?

SQUIRREL GIRL
What are you?

GROOT
I’m Groot

STAR-LORD
I’m the captain, Star-Lord. 

YONDU
Yondu the name and no I don’t have 
any nuts. 
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SQUIRREL GIRL
What’s that suppose to mean?

CUT TO:

EXT. SOMEWHERE WITHIN THE MILKY WAY GLAAXY

Galactus is seen draining the energy of the planet Jupiter, 
as he slowly feasts on it. His herald the Silver Surfer, 
standing on a silver surfboard watches on. Suddenly the 
herald turns around as hundreds of ships fly by, including 
the giant Chitauri monster like air carriers. 

SILVER SURFER
Galactus....

GALACTUS
Who dares interrupt my feasting? 

CUT TO:

INT. THANOS MOTHERSHIP

THANOS SERVANT
Lord Thanos, it is the devourer of 
worlds, Galactus. We are doomed... 

THANOS
I’ll handle him....

Thanos puts on the Infinity Gauntlet. 

CUT TO:

EXT. OUTSIDE THANOS MOTHERSHIP, SPACE

Thanos is now seen on the roof of his mother ship. Galactus 
goes from cosmic mode, to solid physical being mode, but 
still in his giant form. Thanos just smiles at Galactus. 

GALACTUS
You dare mock me? 

THANOS
What is there to mock?

GALACTUS
(angered loud tone)

Norrin, get rid of them. Starting 
with him...
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SILVER SURFER
Yes master...

Silver Surfer then flies towards Thanos on his silver board 
and claps his hands hard. A powerful energy wave emits from 
Surfer’s hands and hits Thanos. Galactus herald quickly flies 
around the mad titan and turns around with a sick smile. Then 
a stunned look forms on his face, followed by a serious 
stare. The blast had no effect on the titan. Thanos turns his 
head to the left side. Silver Surfer then flies towards 
Thanos and then around him. Eventually he slows down the 
speed of his board. He then walks to the tip of his silver 
board. Thanos keeps his eyes on him. Silver Surfer then 
eventually gets alittle closer to Thanos, and then stops his 
board as the two engage in a stare down.

SILVER SURFER (CONT’D)
Galactus, I am sorry. He is more 
powerful than I. The powers you 
bestowed upon me are no match for 
him.

GALACTUS
My herald may not be able to stop 
you, but I will. I am Galactus, the 
devourer of worlds. I am the most 
powerful being in the universe.

THANOS
You have lived a lie. You are about 
to witness who the most powerful 
is. Fortunately for you this will 
be your last breathe. 

Thanos uses the Infinity Gauntlet and fires a powerful beam 
with the use of the Infinity Power Stone and fires into 
Galactus chest. He screams, and holds his chest in pain. A 
huge hole in his chest as the trailing smoke quickly fades. 
Galactus begins to falls backwards. As he descends he falls 
on top of several ships. Thanos is pleased at the sight of 
the explosions of the other ships, knowing he has pleased his 
love, of death. 

THANOS (CONT’D)
You are now freed from your herald. 
Return to whereever you originate 
from. But be warned, do not make 
any attempts to follow me or my 
fleet. 

SILVER SURFER
One request I would like to ask. 
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THANOS
Permission granted....

SILVER SURFER
What is your destination?

THANOS
The disgusting planet known as 
Earth. There lies the final pieces 

(makes fist with the 
Infinity Gauntlet)

SILVER SURFER
I’ve once visited that planet. Long 
ago I once encountered a young 
flying human of red clothing. 
Thanks to him the earth was sparred 
after he convinced me to change 
Galactus course to devour another 
planet that had no life forms. 

THANOS
You waste my time telling me this 
for my course is the disgusting 
Earth.

SILVER SURFER
Do you plan to do to the Earth what 
you have done to my now former 
master?

THANOS
My Chitauri warriors thirst for 
vengeance for their fallen 
brothers. For the first battle 
started on earth and my quest to 
complete the Infinity Gauntlet will 
end there. Now step aside or I will 
destroy you. 

Silver Surfer makes an angry stare as he starts floating 
backwards away from Thanos on his silver surfboard.

THANOS (CONT’D)
Wise move....

Thanos uses the powers of the Infinity Gauntlet to teleport
back into his mother ship. Silver Surfer talks in thought.

SILVER SURFER
There has to be something I can do. 

FADE INTO
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INT. THANOS MOTHERSHIP

THANOS SERVANT
Lord Thanos, we have a problem. 

Thanos approaches his servant. 

THANOS SERVANT (CONT’D)
We have reached a barrier. 

LOKI
They’re just a bunch of rocks. Just 
blast it away.

THANOS SERVANT
No, they extend thousands of miles. 
It’s an asteroid belt. We can’t 
maneuver through them. 

THANOS
Then it’s time to put the space 
stone to use. Alert the other ships 
of the Kree and Skrulls, we’ll be 
reaching Earth earlier than 
expected.

THANOS SERVANT
Yes my Lord....

CUT TO:

EXT. OUTSIDE THANOS MOTHERSHIP, SPACE

Thanos is back on the roof of the mother ship and activates 
the Space and Reality Stone. A giant portal opens up. Earth 
can be seen some distance away on the other side of the 
portal. Thanos mother ship leads the other ships of the Kree 
and Skrulls into the wormhole. Meanwhile Silver Surfer is 
seen going at extreme speed trying to catch up with the other 
ships. A heart pounding sound as Silver Surfer almost reaches 
the portal. But the portal closes just as he arrives to it. 
Silver Surfer turns sideways on his board.

SILVER SURFER
Earth is doomed....

FADE TO BLACK.

FADE IN

EXT. XAVIER INSTITUTE, DAYTIME
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Professor Charles Xavier is seen sitting down in his 
levitation wheel chair as Tony Stark and Professor Charles 
Xavier are walking side by side. 

PROFESSOR CHARLES XAVIER
Look at them, humans and mutants. 
Working together, finally united. 

TONY STARK                                             
Today is the dawn of a new era. 
Humans and mutants officially 
working together. The team up of 
the Avengers, and the X-MEN. 

PROFESSOR CHARLES XAVIER
(tearing up)

I’ve yearned for this day. 

VISION
This truly is a beautiful day. 
Perhaps there is hope for humanity 
after all. 

Meanwhile the members of the X-MEN stare down at the New 
Avengers which consist of James Rhodes, Vision, Peter Parker, 
and Ms. Marvel. Rogue and Ms. Marvel give each other a 
disgusting look. 

GAMBIT
Easy Cher...

ICEMAN
Rogue always wanted to fly. Besides 
Rogue, it was a fight you started. 

ROGUE
Shut up Bobby... 

MS. MARVEL
Enjoying your flying lessons?

ROGUE
Do I need to put you to sleep 
again?

DR. HANK MCCOY
That is enough both of you. This is 
a joyous occasion. The two of you 
need to put your differences aside. 

MS. MARVEL
As long as she keeps her gloves on. 
Hey Gambit, perhaps you need a real 
woman. 
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Suddenly Professor Charles Xavier starts seeing a vision. The 
vision shows a fleet of ships and a glimpse of Thanos in the 
bridge of his mother ship. He then sees visions of 
destruction and the vision ending with Captain America’s 
cracked shield, followed by a red bright light with someone 
saying “hope”. Xavier’s vision ends. He then talks in 
thought.

PROFESSOR CHARLES XAVIER
For the sacred book once said, 
“they will say peace, then sudden 
destruction”. 

SCOTT SUMMERS
What’s wrong professor?

JUBILEE
Yeah Professor, you’re acting like 
you’ve just seen a ghost. 

Jean Grey and the Professor stare at each other. 

CUT TO:

EXT. CEMETERY, DAYTIME

The scene switches Eric Lehnsherr, known to the world as 
Magneto. Eric is wearing a black pants, black suit, all black 
weather coat, and a black business hat. He is standing over 
the grave of his son Pietro Maximoff, known as Quicksilver. 
Magneto turns around and it’s none other than Wanda. Members 
of the Secret Avengers are seen in the distance. 

SCARLET WITCH
Father....

MAGNETO
Wanda..... 

SAM WILSON
I still can’t believe Magneto is 
her father...

CAPTAIN AMERICA
It’s like I said, all of our 
friends have secrets. Even our 
enemies.... 

Suddenly Scarlet Witch touches her head. She looks up and 
then around. 
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MAGNETO
Wanda?

SCARLET WITCH
He’s finally here....

MAGNETO
Who?

Captain America, Winter Soldier, Falcon quickly walk up to 
the two.

CAPTAIN AMERICA
Wanda..

SCARLET WITCH
He’s here...

SAM WILSON
I don’t see anyone....

SCARLET WITCH
He’ll be coming from up there....

CUT TO:

EXT. XAVIER INSTITUTE, DAYTIME

The Fantastic Four arrive to the scene.

PROFESSOR CHARLES XAVIER
Dr. Richards..

REED RICHARDS
Professor... 

TONY STARK
Reed..

REED RICHARDS
Mr. Stark..

The two shake hands. 

TONY STARK
Reed Richards, it’s an honor to 
finally meet you. You’re designs on 
that secret prison cell truly 
remarkable.

SUE STORM
Funny, I thought you threw those 
designs away?
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REED RICHARDS
Sue I can...

Sue walks away....

TONY STARK
She’ll get over it...

REED RICHARDS
Like Pepper getting over you.. You 
forget Sue and I are married. I’m 
not a playboy like you. 

Reed then walks away and catches up with Sue. Suddenly 
Vision’s Mind Stone goes off. Vision quickly stares up at the 
sky. Xavier and Jean scream in pain as their telepathy 
receive a powerful vision. 

CUT TO:

INT. DOCTOR STEPHEN STRANGE RESIDENCY

The scene quickly switches to Dr. Strange at his house. He is 
in his living room, sitting down, with his right hand curled 
over his mouth. He then senses the great danger approaching. 

CUT TO:

EXT. XAVIER INSTITUTE, DAYTIME

Professor Xavier and Jean Grey scream in pain. Jean Grey goes 
down on one knee as Scott Summers checks on her.

SCOTT SUMMERS
(loud tone)

Jean..

STORM
(screams)

Professor...

DR. HANK MCCOY
(loud tone)

Charles

PROFESSOR CHARLES XAVIER
My God....

Jean Grey aches in pain at the powerful telepathy. 

SCOTT SUMMERS
Jean, what’s wrong?
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JEAN GREY
A threat to the entire universe...  

Vision starts walking away from the group. 

VISION
Thor’s prophecy, the one that would 
gather all the Infinity Stones, and  
bring a war to the earth for the 
Mind Stone. He has finally come to 
complete his quest for control of 
the Universe. 

Tony Stark remembers the vision once shown to him by Scarlett 
Witch. He then remembers the Avengers all laying dead in the 
vision. He then hears the voice of Corporate Red saying, why 
didn’t you do more? His vision ends with the sound of  
thunder. 

TONY STARK
I have to make a phone call. 

Tony Stark walks away nervously, and pulls out his cell phone 
and begins calling, someone. 

SCOTT SUMMERS
What’s up with him?

Professor Charles Xaviers then sends a telepathic message. 

PROFESSOR CHARLES XAVIER
My friend we need you. 

CUT TO:

Meanwhile somewhere at a NASA base in Florida. NASA personal 
are all doing their regular duties. The head of the base 
arrives to the radar room with two other workers.

INT. NASA BASE, FLORIDA, DAYTIME

NASA WORKER
We have a major situation.

NASA LEADER
What is it?

NASA RADAR SPOTTER
Several objects approaching our 
planet. Their neither meteors, 
comets or asteroids. One of them is 
huge and is bring a trail of other 
objects behind it.   
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NASA LEADER
Satellite footage

Large screen camera footage from the International Space 
Station. 

NASA LEADER (CONT’D)
My god.... Contact the 
International Space Station. 

NASA WORKER
Yes sir...

NASA LEADER
Contact the President... 

CUT TO:

EXT. WASHINGTON D.C., DAYTIME

President Ellis is in his oval office being briefed on the 
matter in space. Suddenly the oval office starts shaking. 

CUT TO:

EXT. XAVIER INSTITUTE, DAYTIME

The scene switches to the Xavier Institute. The area begins 
to stark shaking. 

CUT TO:

EXT. MANHATTAN

The city is shaking as everyone begins to panic.

EXT. QUEENS

Peter Parker and Aunt May are at their apartment when it 
begins to shake. The two quickly go under a table.

CUT TO:

INT. DR. STEPHEN STRANGE HOME

Dr. Stephen Strange is holding onto his chair looking around 
as the room shakes. 

CUT TO:
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INT. OSCORP TOWER

Norman Osborn and members of the board are seen leaving a 
briefing room.  

CUT TO:

INT. WOMAN’S OFFICE, DAYTIME

At One World Trade a woman is seen in her office looking 
around. The woman does a telepathic read, and smiles.

WOMAN
Such amazing power...

CUT TO:

EXT. WAKANDA, NIGHTTIME

T’Challa, is helping the people of Wakanda remain calm. 

CUT TO:

EXT. DOOM’S CASTLE, LATVERIA, NIGHTTIME

Meanwhile Dr. Doom is seen using his cape to cover his face 
as dust falls from the ceilings. Dr. Doom’s servant 
staggering as he enters the throne room. 

INT. DR. DOOM’S THRONE ROOM, EVENING

DR. DOOM
What is going on?

DR. DOOM’S SERVANT
A major event in space has just 
unfolded Lord Doom. 

CUT TO:

INT. CORPORATE RANGERS BRIEFING ROOM

Members of the World Security Council are seen with a group 
of “forgotten” heroes. 
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FEMALE SECURITY GUARD
It’s the day we’ve been all waiting 
for. Aye yi yi yi yi

CUT TO:

Eventually the shaking across the earth stops.

CUT TO:

EXT. THANOS MOTHER SHIP, OUTSIDE

Thanos is staring at the earth on the bridge of his ship.

INT. THANOS MOTHER SHIP, BRIDGE

THANOS
Inform the Kree and the Skrull 
Empire it is time to invade the 
Earth. 

CUT TO:

EXT. WAKANDA

The Secret Avengers are now suited up and have linked up with 
Black Panther. 

CAPTAIN AMERICA
King T’Challa are you sure?

BLACK PANTHER
I must stay here with the people of 
Wakanda. 

CAPTAIN AMERICA
Thank you for everything..

The two then turn towards Bucky.

BUCKY BARNES
I was enjoying my hibernation.

CAPTAIN AMERICA
Sorry Buck, duty calls.

HAWKEYE
Where to Cap?
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CAPTAIN AMERICA
We have to head to New York and 
warn the others. Even if it means 
facing arrest. 

Suddenly Black Widow cell phone goes off.

BLACK WIDOW
This was unexpected.... Hello.... 
You’re right... Yeah he’s here....

Natasha hands Steve the phone.

CAPTAIN AMERICA
Tony...

TONY STARK
I need your help...

CAPTAIN AMERICA
I always wondered if it came down 
to this. 

TONY STARK
Avengers facility...

CAPTAIN AMERICA
We’re on our way.... 

CUT TO:

INT. AVENGERS FACILITY UPSTATE NEW YORK

AGENT MARIA HILL
This whole area in outer space 
covered by possibly hundreds of 
fleets carriers, but of different 
origins. Some of them are Chitauri. 
The other alien races we don’t know 
of. 

TONY STARK
We’re dealing with multiple hostile 
threats. I’ve made the call.

NICK FURY
Good, because we’re going to need 
all the help we can get. T

TONY STARK
he X-MEN and Fantastic Four are 
crossing over as well.
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NICK FURY
I’ve contacted some outsiders as 
well. But no one has heard from 
your contact.

AGENT MARIA HILL
He’ll help us.. He wouldn’t abandon 
humanity.... 

TONY STARK
You sure about that? The guy has 
been on an vendetta as of late. 

SHIELD AGENT
Sir something has crashed outside 
of the facility. 

CUT TO:

EXT. AVENGERS FACILITY UPSTATE NEW YORK

Fury, Stark and Hill rush outside with military and medical 
personal. The individuals are none other than Thor and the 
Hulk. 

FADE TO BLACK.

INT. MEDICAL LAB

TONY STARK
What happen?

THOR
As I returned to Asgard I 
confronted Loki and a being who is 
considered the most power in all 
the universe. They call him Thanos. 
He has taking possession the 
Infinity Gauntlet which is a 
universal weapon. It contains slots 
for the Infinity Stones. One of 
which unfortunately on the head of 
Vision.

TONY STARK
You said it was safe with Vision.

THOR
That was until Thanos gained 
possession of the Gauntlet. The 
entire universe is in grave danger. 

(MORE)
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He has the Infinity Gauntlet and he 
may already have most or perhaps 
down to one more. 

TONY STARK
Could that be who I saw sitting in 
that chair smiling at me when I 
nuked the Chitauri? So that was his 
army. 

THOR
He’s also in alliance with an alien 
race known as the Kree.

AGENT MARIA HILL
Coulson had a run in with them 
awhile back.

TONY STARK
Wait Coulson alive?

AGENT COULSON
It’s a long story....

Tony and Thor look at each other with puzzled looks. 

DR. SELVIG
What of the Aether? The Aether
contains the Reality Stone. 

THOR
It was sent to an immortal named 
Taneleer Tivan. He is a collector. 
It’s kept hidden safely with him. 

DR. SELVIG
But if word got leaked? 

TONY STARK
I have to make a phone call. 

DR. SELVIG
What’s this phone call he has to 
make? 

THOR
Did he “forget” something? 

CUT TO:
Tony bumps into Dr. Banner

THOR (CONT'D)
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INT. HALLWAY

TONY STARK
You’re suppose to be in bed. 

BRUCE BANNER
I’ll be fine.. 

Brief silence

BRUCE BANNER (CONT’D)
The outsider....

TONY STARK
I can’t reach him....

CUT TO:

EXT. WAKANDA

The Secret Avengers are seen entering a Quinjet. Hawkeye is 
piloting. Once Captain Rogers enters the backdoor of the 
Quinn Jet closes and the jet takes off and flies away.

BLACK PANTHER
Be safe my friends....

CUT TO:

EXT. OUTSIDE THANOS MOTHERSHIP, SPACE

Thanos is seen staring at the earth from the bridge with both 
hands behind him. Loki and Red Skull stand by his side. Loki 
on his left and Red Skull on his right.

RED SKULL
I wonder how much has changed....

LOKI
Lost creatures I call them.

THANOS
They will soon have the meaning of 
the word. Begin phase one... Loki, 
lead the Chitauri, into battle. 

LOKI
Yes my lord.... 

CUT TO:
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EXT. NASA BASE, FLORIDA

Nasa representatives are seeing the satellite footage. 
Several calls are made to the White House and Pentagon.

CUT TO:

INT. PARKER RESIDENTS, DAYTIME

Peter Parker in his Spider-man suit seen suiting up and re-
filling his mechanical web-shooters. Peter walks into his 
aunt room. Aunt May is seen taking a nap.  

PETER PARKER
Be safe Aunt May...

Peter Parker/Spider-man web-slings away. 

CUT TO:

EXT. RUSSIA

Russian military is seen at war with the Chitauri.

CUT TO:

EXT. CHINA

An area of Hong Kong where Chinese military and police are 
battling the Chitauri. 

CUT TO:

EXT. UNITED KINGDOM

The British military is seen engaging in war with the 
Chitauri in an area in London. 

CUT TO:

EXT. JAPAN

Japanese military are seen firing at the Chitauri from the 
city streets.

CUT TO:
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EXT. GERMANY

Police officers in Germany are being outnumbered by the 
Chitauri. 

CUT TO:

EXT. FRANCE

Chitauri warriors are fighting members of the French police. 
Military forces are seen arriving in the city streets.

CUT TO:

EXT. NEW YORK CITY

The city that never sleeps is seen busy as usual. Suddenly 
everyone stares up and Loki is seen leading the Chitauri into 
war. The Chitauri attack the great city. It’s the sequel at 
hand. 

LOKI
What a glorious return. Where is 
your second coming humans? 

CUT TO:

The heroes of earth begin to jump into action. The heroes 
spread out throughout Manhattan. X-MEN defending upper 
Manhattan. Avengers consisting of Iron Man, War Machine, 
Doctor Strange, Vision and Ms. Marvel are defending Midtown 
Manhattan, and Spider-man and the Fantastic Four defending 
lower Manhattan. The Corporate Rangers are defending 
Brooklyn. 

CUT TO:

EXT. NEW YORK HARBOR

The Secret Avengers are seen arriving in New York. The jet 
lands in Battery Park. The Secret Avengers come out and get 
to work. 

CUT TO:

EXT. THANOS MOTHER SHIP, OUTSIDE

Thanos is watching the many battles on multiple screens.
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THANOS SERVANT
Loki and the Chitauri are losing my 
lord. 

THANOS
Behind phase two..

CUT TO:

EXT. KREE SHIPS

Inside one of the Kree ships a Kree general gives an order.

KREE GENERAL
Launch...

Kree fighter jets begin taking off.

CUT TO:

INT. THANOS MOTHER SHIP, BRIDGE

THANOS
Alert the Skrull Empire

RED SKULL
Yes lordship... May I?

THANOS
You may...

Red Skull exits the bridge. 

CUT TO:

EXT. AVENGERS FACILITY UPSTATE NEW YORK

Agent Maria Hill sees multiple ships entering earth’s 
atmosphere. 

AGENT MARIA HILL
A second wave of attacks. 

NICK FURY
Launch the fighter jets. 

Fighter jets from multiple S.H.I.E.L.D. carriers out in the 
Atlantic take off and head for New York. 
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A war begins all over the planet with fighter jets from 
different nations fighting the Kree fighter jets. Chituari’s
and Kree are now all over the world. 

CUT TO:

EXT. RED SKULL’S CARRIER

Red Skull is seen in a fighter jet and takes off. 

CUT TO:

EXT. XAVIER INSTITUTE, DAYTIME

Professor Charles Xavier is watching the events unfold on 
television. Xavier then senses something through his 
telepathy.

PROFESSOR CHARLES XAVIER
We’re outnumbered.....

CUT TO:

EXT. AVENGERS FACILITY UPSTATE NEW YORK

Xavier contacts Nick Fury through telepathy.

NICK FURY
Professor...

PROFESSOR CHARLES XAVIER
We are being outnumbered. We are at 
war with three alien races. The 
third is about to enter.

NICK FURY
It’s going to be a long day. 

CUT TO:

EXT. THANOS MOTHER SHIP, OUTSIDE

Thanos turns to his servant.

THANOS
Skrull Empire....

CUT TO:
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EXT. SKRULL MOTHER SHIP

A Skrull general is seen giving orders. 

SKRULL GENERAL
Destroy the Earth, in the name of 
the Skrull Empire, and for the 
queen. 

SKRULLS
For the Empire... For the Queen...

CUT TO:

Multiple Skrull jets take off and head for the earth.

CUT TO:

INT. THANOS MOTHER SHIP, BRIDGE

THANOS
Yes, the feasting for lady death. 

CUT TO:

EXT. NEW YORK CITY, WARZONE

The Fantastic Four then see some of the Skrulls jumping out 
of their planes and engage in battle. Johnny Storm using his 
flame attacks. Sue Storm using her invisible contacts to 
contain them. Reed Richards stretching his arms to knock them 
away and The Thing doing what he does best. Just clobbering 
the mess out of all of them. A Skrull scouter is seen 
gathering data of the Fantastic Four. 

CUT TO:
Iron Man is receiving a call from Nick Fury.

NICK FURY
Stark, listen to me. Three alien 
races are attacking earth. One of 
them unknown. 

IRON MAN
So we have the Chitauri and the....

NICK FURY
They call themselves the Kree. We 
didn’t recognize their ships. But 
upon seeing their appearance, we’ve 
encountered them before. 

(MORE)
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Credits to Agent Coulson who had a 
run in with them few years ago. 

IRON MAN
He was alive all this time?

NICK FURY
Not quite... It’s a long story...

CUT TO:

EXT. CITY

Iron Man is seen flying away as some Chitauri’s and Kree 
chase after him. 

IRON MAN
This was not foreseen. 

WAR MACHINE
Multiple ships out here.... 

MS. MARVEL
The Kree and the Skrulls? 

VISION
A different version of the 
apocalypse. A vision we did not 
foresee Mr. Stark. 

IRON MAN
This is not the vision I saw. This 
one is more darker. 

VISION
Any word from the prodigal son?

IRON MAN
He’s gone ghost on us. 

CUT TO:

EXT. MANHATTAN

Spider-man is seen fighting a group of Chitauri warriors. 
Iron Man and Vivision join him, followed by Ms. Marvel. They 
are surrounded by Chitauri and Kree. Suddenly the Secret 
Avengers arrive. The two factions engage in battle taking out 
the Chitauri and Skrull warriors. Both factions then stare 
down at each other, with Spider-man in the middle.

NICK FURY (CONT'D)
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IRON MAN
Captain...

CAPTAIN AMERICA
Stark....

IRON MAN
Buck...

BUCKY BARNES
Stark....

VISION
This is not the time.....

X-MEN, Fantastic Four, and Corporate Red’s faction, along 
with Thor have now arrived to the scene. 

CAPTAIN AMERICA
Thor.. Welcome back....

THOR
Yes, it’s unfortunate on a day like 
this. Hopefully earth doesn’t end 
up like Asgard.

CAPTAIN AMERICA
What happen?

THOR
Destroyed by the same threat 
attacking your planet. 

CAPTAIN AMERICA
I’m sorry...

Huge explosions going off. 

WASP
This has been some day....

IRON MAN
I wasn’t expecting you guys?

ANT-MAN
Oh now he wants our help.

IRON MAN
Remind me who you are again?

ANT-MAN
Come on man...
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IRON MAN
Where’s your captain?

Corporate Red’s faction shrugs.

FALCON
Yo check it out, its the Power 
Rangers.

CORPORATE GREEN
Wrong universe....

FALCON
Alright, my bad....

Cable arrives to the scene. 

JEAN GREY
Cable... Are you alright?

CABLE
I’m fine, but we must quickly 
teleport to the source of all of 
this. 

THOR
Agree, it’s time we pay Thanos a 
visit. 

CAPTAIN AMERICA
What about the city?

United States fighter jets and S.H.I.E.L.D. Quinjets are 
entering the city.

CABLE
S.H.I.E.L.D. and the US military 
will hold down the city. Besides 
the entire world is being invaded.  

IRON MAN
Where’s Black Panther?

CAPTAIN AMERICA
He stayed in Wakanda..... 

IRON MAN
Where’s Banner?

BLACK WIDOW
Bruce is here...

Suddenly everyone looks up and hear’s the Hulk roaring as he 
lands on the ground. The group of heroes are now surrounded. 
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CABLE
Computer set coordinates. 

CUT TO:

EXT. SPACE, THANOS LAIR

The Avengers, X-MEN, Fantastic Four, Spider-man and the 
Corporate Initiative have arrived to the destination. 

CABLE
I must head back to earth.

JEAN GREY
Thanks again.

Cyclops and Cable shake hands. Cable stares at everyone 
before teleporting. 

CAPTAIN AMERICA
Alright let’s.....

The heroes of earth stare at an arriving group. 

STARLORD
We’re friendly....

IRON MAN
We hope...

THOR
We’ve come to stop Thanos....

GAMORA
My father has gone insane.

NEBULA
Look what my father did to me. This 
madness shouldn’t be a surprised.

THOR
Did Thanos ever have a son?

GAMORA
No...

NEBULA
Or at least not that we’re aware 
of.

ROCKET RACOON
Look all this talking will get us 
nowhere. 
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CAPTAIN AMERICA
Am I?

IRON MAN
Yep, a talking raccoon. 

TONY STARK
What are you a hybrid?

ROCKET RACOON
Hey you have metal arms there. Lend 
me both while you’re at it. 

CUT TO:

EXT. STRANGE SANCTORIOUM

Doctor Strange is seen in his sanctorium picking up the 
Infinity Time Stone. He then opens a gateway and enters it. 

CUT TO:

EXT. THANOS LAIR, SPACE

The group of heroes continue to search for Thanos.  

ROCKET RACOON
Can I borrow your metal arm?

BUCKY BARNES
No....

IRON MAN
Does he ever shut up?

ROCKET RACOON
How about I borrow that metal suit?

IRON MAN
No...

CAPTAIN AMERICA
Focus everyone... 

STARLORD
We’re here....

Everyone stops as the group stares in awe. 

CAPTAIN AMERICA
Stark...
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IRON MAN
Yeah I see him... 

LOKI
Loki.... Ah brother Thor....

THOR
Brother, the universe is in peril. 

LOKI
The universe will be in good hands 
of this sovereign. 

CAPTAIN AMERICA
Who are you?

A levitation chair in the distance with Thanos sitting in it 
as he turns around. The faces of each faction is shown. 

THANOS
I am Thanos.... You have something 
that belongs to me.

Everyone stares at Vision. 

VISION
Thanos...

TERRELL
The bounty on the head. 

IRON MAN 
Ah the prodigal son..

LOKI
You call this the second coming? 
Welcome old friend....

CORPORATE RED
Loki... 

THANOS
Surrender the Infinity Mind Stone..

VISION
If I refuse?

THANOS
We both know the “visionary” 
outcome out of this.
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VISION
I cannot allow you to have the Mind 
Stone. Do not surrender the Time 
Stone. 

THANOS
If there aren’t any options than 
this shall be a victory for lady 
death. 

IRON MAN
Not on our watch.... 

THANOS
Chitauri, Kree, Skrull Empire

The heroes of earth battle the factions as Thanos battles 
Vision. The two get separate from the group during the bout. 
Vision has overpowered Thanos. Preventing him from touching 
him with his invisible technique. Vision then grabs Thanos by 
the neck.

VISION
You must be punished for the 
destruction you have.... 

Loki then swipes a sword across Vision’s neck. His head falls 
to the ground. He then takes the Mind Stone off Vision’s head 
and hands it to Thanos. The mad titan puts the Mind Stone on 
the thumb and does a thumb up. The heroes arrive to the 
scene. 

SCARLET WITCH
Vision....

THOR
Why?

Suddenly Doctor Strange arrives to the scene. Thanos then 
activates the Mind Stone and puts everyone in a trance. 
Doctor Strange walks up to Thanos and hands him the Infinity 
Time Stone. Upon placing it he does the one taunt and then 
punches Doctor Strange. An intense instrumental and opera 
choir is heard in the background. Suddenly massive energy 
waves comes out of the Infinity Gauntlet as Thanos does his 
sadistic laugh. Meanwhile on earth and throughout the entire 
universe things get out of control as massive earthquakes and 
unusual weather patterns affect the entire planet. At the 
main S.H.I.E.L.D. Headquarters Nick Fury, Agent Maria Hill 
and Agent Coultson find things to hold on to. People in 
cities across the globe are screaming in panic. Across the 
universe planets are being affected. Queen Lilandra and the 
Shi'ar Empire are trying to keep their balance. Different 
planets and societies are shown for a brief. The scene goes 
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back to Thanos lair as things eventually calm down. Thanos 
stares at the Infinity Gauntlet and makes fist. Loki stares 
down at Vision’s head and stomps on it. 

SCARLET WITCH
You monster.. 

Scarlet Witch attacks Thanos with her telekinetic powers, but 
with no effect. 

THANOS
Your witchery has no harm on me. 

RED SKULL
It’s over captain... Surrender...  

Everyone is shocked to see Red Skull arriving on the scene. 

CAPTAIN AMERICA
How is this possible?

RED SKULL
You look like you’ve seen a ghost. 
You’re carelessness during led to 
all of this, captain. 

THANOS
Everyone stand down... I’ll finish 
them myself. 

A powerful violin symphony begins to play in the background, 
signaling the possible end for all of earth’s mightiest. The 
X-MEN and Fantastic Four get into fighting position. Spider-
man and the Avengers do the same. The third party guests also 
go into defense stance. Jean Grey quickly runs up to Scarlet 
Witch and grabs her as the two walk away. Scarlet Witch goes 
down on her knees screaming no. Jean Grey tries to comfort 
her. The Thing pounds both his hands.

THE THING
It’s clobbering time..

The Things runs towards Thanos and begins punching away art 
the mad titan. Thanos uses his Infinity hand to lift The 
Thing off his feet and throws towards the ground. Ms. Marvel 
flies towards him and punches him. As he was turning his face 
he’s met with another punch from Rogue. Thanos using the 
Infinity Hand to cause both heroes to smack towards each 
other and then tosses them away. 

Johnny Storm begins flying and firing his flame attack from 
both his hands. The attack doesn’t bring any harm to Thanos.
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JOHNNY STORM
Supernova?

REED RICHARDS
Sue...

SUE STORM
Flame on brother... 

Johnny then starts his supernova attack with Sue surrounding 
the two with the invisible shield. Thanos uses the Infinity 
Gauntlet to suck up the flames and even sucks up the flames 
from Johnny’s body. Johnny is back to normal. Sue ends the 
invisible force field and watching her brother fall. Jean 
Grey uses her telekinetic powers and lands him safely, and 
brings him towards the group.

JOHNNY STORM
Thanks....

Cyclops fires his visor eye beam. The firing beam from 
Cyclops has no effect. Cyclops is frustrated. Iron Man fires 
his plasma chest beam. Storm eyes turn into her storm white 
eyes and begins gathering electricity. Everyone takes a step 
back as Storm then fires a fiery storm of electricity at 
Thanos. He gets hit with the blast, but no harm is done. 

THANOS
Such a waste of precious nature. Of 
the sun and electricity I toss back 
at thee. 

Thanos forms a fiery mini sun ball and throws it at earth’s 
mightiest who make a run and dodge. The fiery ball heads for 
a region of earth and destroys the region. Back on the battle 
field Spider-man is seen screaming hey. Thanos looks down and 
gets shot in the face with some webbing from the web-head. 
The young hero shoots multiple webbing. He then starts 
running away. 

SPIDER-MAN
Now Ant-man..

SCOTT LANG/ANT-MAN
Stand back everyone.. 

Ant-man grows into a huge giant. Thanos frees himself from 
the webbing. Scott Lang/Ant-man then stomps on Thanos, as 
everyone screams in huge excitement. They all cheer in 
triump. Iron Man is seen screaming yeah. Captain America and 
a few heroes smile and cheer. 

SCOTT LANG/ANT-MAN (CONT’D)
One giant stomp for mankind.
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Huge uproar in cheers amongst the superheroes. Suddenly a 
powerful huge red beam is seen piercing through the right 
foot of Scott Lang/Ant-Man. Scott Lang/Ant-man screams as he 
falls backwards and a huge earthquake shake. Ant-man returns 
to normal size as Wasp is seen screaming and flying towards 
Scott Lang/Ant-man. Dr. Hank McCoy/Beast pursues after her. 
Scott Lang/Ant-man is seen breathing heavily as his right 
foot is bleeding bad. Scott Land/Ant-man is gasping for air. 
Dr. Hank McCoy/Beast quickly runs up to the two. Dr. McCoy 
pulls out his medical kit and begins treating the wounds 
immediately. Thanos re-appears and now back on the ground 
standing before earth’s mightiest.

THANOS
One giant fall for mankind. 

DR. HANK MCCOY/ BEAST
Someone has to take him out. 

GAMBIT
How about a Louisiana royal flush 

Gambit does his fiery royal flush kinetic cards attack and 
snaps his fingers. Once the dust and smokes settles, Thanos 
is just seen standing there. Wasp shrinks to tiny size and 
goes for a sneak attack on Thanos. Thanos swipes his Infinity 
Hand, and Wasp is seen in normal size, rolling across the 
ground. Ms. Marvel and Rogue fly towards Thanos, and both 
take turns throwing multiple punches. Thanos then uses the 
powers of the Infinity Gauntlet to elevate the two and smack 
them towards each other and then across the floor. 

IRON MAN
We can sure use the Phoenix right 
now. 

JEAN GREY
Neither the Phoenix or the Dark 
Phoenix for that matter would have 
a match for the powers of the 
Infinity Gauntlet. 

Dr. Stephen strange tries to use his magic. But it has no 
harm on the mad titan. 

THANOS
This is beginning to bore me.

Corporate Red’s faction then step forward and pull out their 
respective weapons. 

CORPORATE GREEN
Let’s take him down.
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CORPORATE BLUE
Since when did we take orders from 
you?

THANOS
Hmm...

Thanos then begins fighting the faction. He takes out the 
eight heroes during the bout. 

THANOS (CONT’D)
Should’ve stayed in your 
“forgotten” world. 

BUCKY BARNES
I’ve had enough..

CAPTAIN AMERICA
Bucky

Bucky Barnes now reaching Thanos and grabs for the Infinity 
Gauntlet from Thanos right hand. Thanos grabs Bucky Barnes by 
the throat and slams him backwards to the ground. Thanos then 
slowly releases the grip and towers over him. Thanos uses the 
Infinity Power Stone to prevent Bucky from getting up and 
then stomps on Bucky’s metal arm, as Buck screams in pain. 
Captain America screams no and throws his shield at Thanos. 
Thanos grabs the shield with his the Infinity Hand. Thanos 
then holds Cap’s shield with both hands. Thanos with a sick 
smile shatters Captain America’s vibranium shield into two 
pieces. Thanos drops the two pieces of Captain America’s 
shield. Tony Stark eyes widen and he remembers the vision he 
saw through Scarlet Witch. Scarlet Witch remembers the same 
vision as she puts her hand over her mouth. The scene goes 
back to present.

JEAN GREY
That is the most powerful element 
on earth. Imagine what he would’ve 
done to Logan.

CYCLOPS
We could sure use his help right 
now. 

Iron Man fires his plasma chest beam and mini rockets and 
plasma beams from his hands and wrists. Black Widow pulls out 
her two plasma guns and begins firing. Cyclops firing his eye 
beams from his visor. Gambit throwing his kinetic cards. 
Storm with her electric attacks. The Corporate Rangers firing 
their plasma guns. Thanos just takes the attacks as if they 
were nothing. Everyone then stops firing. 
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SUE STORM
I have no choice.... 

Sue Storm forms a shield around Thanos face as she tries to 
suffocate him. Everyone is hoping the attack works.

SUE STORM (CONT’D)
Please don’t force me

Thanos removes the invisible shield with the use of the 
Infinity Power Stone and removes the shield from his face and 
reverses Sue’s powers on her face as she starts suffocating.

REED RICHARDS
(sreaming)

No

THANOS
Fine...

Thanos eventually releases the shield as Sue tries to gasp 
for air. Suddenly Loki and Red Skull arrive on the scene. 

THANOS (CONT’D)
Foolish mortals, with the powers of 
the Infinity Gauntlet, I can 
control the entire universe. I can 
control Space.

Thanos uses the Infinity Space Stone and messes with the 
cosmos of space.

THANOS (CONT’D)
Time

Thanos then uses the Time Stone to make the superheroes turn 
prehistoric. They all act live cave people and pound on their 
chests and talk prehistoric. Thanos then returns them to 
normal.

THANOS (CONT’D)
Reality

Thanos messes with reality staring at other dimensions.

THANOS (CONT’D)
Mind

Thanos uses the Mind Stone and forces the superheroes to 
argue amongst each other. The team splits in two as its Civil 
War Part II. Everyone stares at the third party guests who 
are aiming their plasma guns at the individuals. Thanos 
releasing the Mind Stone. 
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THANOS (CONT’D)
Power

Thanos causes global disturbances on earth. 

THANOS (CONT’D)
And Soul.. Well in this case....

Thanos then constantly teleporting punching, kneeing and 
elbowing the heroes until they are eventually knocked out on 
the ground. Everyone is laid out on the ground. Thanos then 
grabs Captain America and Cyclops by the throats.

THANOS (CONT’D)
Now I shall bring you all to....

THE COLLECTOR
(screams)

Wait....

THANOS
What do you want? 

THE COLLECTOR
Do you have to kill them, my lord? 
After all you have killed the 
visionary, and already pleased lady 
death with the many that have 
already fallen on earth. You don’t 
have to kill the rest of them now, 
do you? Look at them my lord. They 
are beautiful..... 

THANOS
You want possession of them?

THE COLLECTOR
I want all of them. 

Thanos drops Cyclops and Captain America and then starts 
laughing and activates the Infinity Time Stone.

SCARLET WITCH
Oh no.....

JEAN GREY 
(screams)

Scott.....

Everyone screams as a bright light fills the screen. 

CUT TO:
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EXT. XAVIER MANSION UPSTATE NEW YORK

Professor Charles Xavier is seen in his room at the Xavier 
Mansion. 

PROFESSOR CHARLES XAVIER
(screams)

No....

CUT TO:

EXT. AVENGERS FACILITY UPSTATE NEW YORK

Agent Maria Hill is trying to contact the heroes.

INT. AVENGERS FACILITY UPSTATE NEW YORK

AGENT MARIA HILL
Stark? Steve? Natasha? Clint? Can 
anyone hear me? 

CUT TO:

EXT. THE COLLECTORS MUSUEM

Thanos, Loki and Red Skull are seen arriving into The 
Collector’s museum created by the powers of the Infinity 
Gauntlet.

INT. THE COLLECTORS MUSUEM

RED SKULL
Such a pity this is their 
punishment. Frozen in time for 
eternity. 

All of the superheroes all lined standing tall and frozen in 
their individual glass tubes. Each hero is then individually 
shown. Corporate Red’s faction is seen frozen with their 
helmets held in their right arms.  

FADE TO BLACK.

EXT. AVENGERS FACILITY UPSTATE NEW YORK, DAYTIME

DR. HANK PYM
How many were sent?
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AGENT FITZ
Almost all of them..

NICK FURY
I think its time for me to have a 
little chat with the mad titan.

AGENT COULSON
You sure you want to go through 
this?

DIRECTOR NICK FURY
Like the words once said, “a man 
gotta do what a man gotta do”.

AGENT MARIA HILL
You can’t be serious? 

PROFESSOR CHARLES XAVIER
He’s right Agent Hill..

AGENT MARIA HILL
Professor Xavier...

NICK FURY
I was wondering if you would show 
up. Cable...

CABLE
Fury...

AGENT MARIA HILL
Professor are they...

PROFESSOR CHARLES XAVIER
They’re alive, but immobilized. 
Thanos used the Infinity Time Stone 
on them. They are now frozen and in 
possession of a immortal by the 
name of The Collector.

NICK FURY
Cable send me up there.

CABLE
Are you sure about this?

NICK FURY
I’m sure.... 

CUT TO:
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INT. THE COLLECTORS MUSUEM

Loki is seen staring at the eight Corporate Rangers time 
frozen in their respective individual glass tubes. The 
individuals in order Corporate Black, Pink, Blue, Yellow, 
Green, White, Gold, and Lavender. 

LOKI
Something is not right. 

RED SKULL
What is the problem Loki?

LOKI
He’s going to come eventually...

THANOS
Then let him....

THE COLLECTOR
They are beautiful....

Thanos makes an annoyed look.

RED SKULL
What are you concerned about? 

LOKI
Someone is missing... 

Loki remembers back the conversation with The Other. 

FLASHBACK

THE OTHER
Your ambition is little and born of 
childish need. We look beyond the 
earth, to the greater world the 
Tesserect will unveil.

PRESENT DAY

LOKI
Is the greater world really the 
symbol of him? 

DIRECTOR NICK FURY
Perhaps.. After all history doesn’t 
tell us everything now does it?

LOKI
Well, if it isn’t the director. 
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DIRECTOR NICK FURY
You can head back to earth.

CABLE
Are you sure?

DIRECTOR NICK FURY
Dismiss...

Cable teleports..

DIRECTOR NICK FURY (CONT’D)
What a Fantastic Four we have here. 
Johann Shmidt, this was unexpected. 
I’m not even going to ask how you 
ended up here.

Director Fury stares at the Infinity Gauntlet on Thanos right 
hand.

DIRECTOR NICK FURY (CONT’D)
Or what’s left of it. Did you get a 
good glimpse of the 21st century?  

RED SKULL
I see humanity has become more ugly 
and filthier since my absence. But 
that will all change after Thanos 
helps humanity become my image. 

DIRECTOR NICK FURY
I don’t even want to picture it. 

THANOS
Is this the one you speak of?

LOKI
No, the one missing is greater than 
him. 

DIRECTOR NICK FURY
You think that third party hiding 
down there is more powerful than 
me? Am I the one hiding like a 
bitch?

RED SKULL
Perhaps we should pay earth a visit 
and search for him?

NICK FURY
Go on right ahead. I didn’t come to 
see neither of you or Vanilla Ice 
hair do over there. 
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THE COLLECTOR
How insulting.. Or was that a 
compliment? Who is Vanilla Ice? 

DIRECTOR NICK FURY
I came to see him 

(points at Thanos)

THANOS
You dare challenge me foolish 
human?

LOKI
You do not want to anger Lord 
Thanos. As you can see what he has 
done to your friends here. 

DIRECTOR NICK FURY
I’m aware...

THANOS
Leave us, or else. 

DIRECTOR NICK FURY
It’s takes a man courage to do what 
I’m about to do. But before I begin 
let me quote a scripture. 

RED SKULL
Religion, I spit on it.  

THANOS
Let him speak...

DIRECTOR NICK FURY
The path of the righteous man is 
beset on all sides by the 
iniquities of the selfish and the 
tyranny of evil men. Blessed is he 
who, in the name of charity and 
good will, shepherds the weak 
through the valley of darkness, for 
he is truly his brother's keeper 
and the finder of lost children. 
And I will strike down upon thee 
with great vengeance and furious 
anger those who attempt to poison 
and destroy my brothers. And you 
will know my name is the Lord when 
I lay my vengeance upon thee.

LOKI
I’m sorry, what was that?
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Director Fury then pulls out his gun and starts shooting. 
Thanos using the Infinity Gauntlet to form a protective wall 
shield. Fury then starts screaming and runs towards the four, 
pulling out his katana. 

THANOS
Taneleer? 

THE COLLECTOR
Of course

Thanos fires the Infinity Time Stone at Nick Fury as Nick 
screams in pain. A huge flash and then Director Fury is now 
seen frozen standing tall inside a glass tube, and now with 
the rest of the superheroes. The Collector walks up to the 
frozen director.

THE COLLECTOR (CONT’D)
Thank you...

Thanos walks away, as Red Skull walks up to Loki.

RED SKULL
Perhaps we should pay this 
“forgotten” one a visit. 

LOKI
Indeed.. 

NEW SCENE

INT. AVENGERS FACILITY UPSTATE NEW YORK

Professor Charles Xavier is then seen with his eyes closed 
and his hands folded over his face. Xavier unfolds his hands 
and opens his eyes.

PROFESSOR CHARLES XAVIER
Fury has been immobilized. 

AGENT COULSON
That’s it... There’s no one left... 

Brief silence amongst the group.

DR. HANK PYM
Wait.... I know a guy....

AGENT MARIA HILL
You’re right.... There is someone 
still out there...
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DR. HANK PYM
Same guy?

AGENT MARIA HILL
I hear from the streets he has a 
short story track. 

DR. HANK PYM
“Power” moves?

AGENT MARIA HILL
And he “jumps” into action from the 
streets of Brooklyn.  

PROFESSOR CHARLES XAVIER
The greats minds are thinking 
alike.

AGENT COULSON
Wait, you don’t mean? 

Hill and Pym smile at each other.

AGENT COULSON (CONT’D)
Oh no, we are not calling him. He 
is a rebel, a wild card. He even 
left his friends hanging to fight 
Thanos.

AGENT MARIA HILL
He’s our last hope Coulson. 

DR. HANK PYM
And he packs quite a punch. 

PROFESSOR CHARLES XAVIER
His soul is also the only one 
capable of giving Thanos a worthy 
fight. 

AGENT MARIA HILL
Really?

The professor nods. 

AGENT FITZ
So how do we reach him? 
S.H.I.E.L.D. cut communication off 
from him ever since he walked out 
on S.H.I.E.L.D. 
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AGENT MARIA HILL
I communicated with him during the 
lead up of the first Chitauri
invasion. I know where to find him. 
I just hope he’s not out of the 
city. 

PROFESSOR CHARLES XAVIER
I can track him down through 
cerebro as well.

AGENT COULSON
We’re not going after the third 
party. I rather go after the 
vigilantes in Hell’s Kitchen than 
him.

AGENT MARIA HILL
Coulston, we don’t have any other 
options.

PROFESSOR CHARLES XAVIER
Plus those vigilantes in Hell’s 
Kitchen wouldn’t stand a chance. 
This individual however his “soul” 
is different from the others. 

AGENT COULSTON
He’s a loose cannon.

AGENT MARIA HILL
Was he really?

AGENT COULSTON
We’re not bringing in the third 
party.

PROFESSOR CHARLES XAVIER
Coulston

AGENT COULSTON
Professor

PROFESSOR CHARLES XAVIER
We’re bringing in the third party.

AGENT COULSTON
We’re bringing him in.

JANET
Who is this individual they speak 
of?
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DR. HANK PYM
Brace yourself, you’re about to 
meet a hero far different than the 
rest of them. 

AGENT SIMMONS
Do you think he will come? 

PROFESSOR CHARLES XAVIER
I think it’s time you give him a 
ring.

AGENT MARIA HILL
I’m on it....

FADE TO BLACK.

CREDITS

POST CREDIT I

EXT. BEDFORD-STUYVESANT, DAYTIME

An individual is seen in his apartment in his navy blue and 
suit and tie attire. The individual stares at his two devices 
that have been severely damaged. He presses the two devices 
together. The professor’s voice can be heard in his mind.

PROFESSOR CHARLES XAVIER
Perhaps a fusion is in order.

The individuals turns around with a sick smile revealing 
Corporate Red. 

FADE TO BLACK.

HE’S COMING

CUT TO:

POST CREDIT II

INT. DEADPOOL’S APARTMENT

Deadpool is seen watching the televison set. Suddenly Cable 
teleports in the room.

DEADPOOL
Time traveling again? Going through 
the different parrallel universes 
to see who survived the Apocalypse? 
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CABLE
I had a long day..

DEADPOOL
Damn what happen to you.

CABLE
I was in war, while you was sitting 
here on your ass.

DEADPOOL
Yep I was sitting here watching the 
world end on television and eating 
Chimichangas. 

CABLE
Listen, that threat up there is a 
threat to the entire universe. He 
took out all the heroes. The 
professor has requested for both me 
and you to report to the Avengers 
Facility. 

DEADPOOL
Who?

CABLE
Professor Charles Xavier

DEADPOOL
Can he afford us? Wait the 
Avengers? Are you shitting me?

CABLE
All of the heroes of earth have 
been captured. The Avengers, X-MEN, 
Fantastic Four. Even them fucking 
Power Ranger rip-offs the Corporate 
Red. Well except one....

DEADPOOL
The professor wants us to be 
superheroes? Not my thing bub. 

Suddenly several members of the S.H.I.E.L.D. Strike Force 
team break down Wade’s door and quickly enter. Deadpool and 
Cable go into defense stance. Cable pulls out his plasma gun 
and Deadpool grabs his two katanas. Agent Coulston enters the 
room. The two vigilantes stare at each other and then at 
Coulston. 

DEADPOOL (CONT’D)
::points his katana at Coulston:: 
The fuck man?
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AGENT COULSON
I apologize gentlemen if we came 
off hostile.

Cable lowers Deadpool’s arm. 

CABLE
S.H.I.E.L.D.?

AGENT COULSON
I am Agent Coulson of S.H.I.E.L.D.

CABLE
I’ve heard of the organization. 
What brings you here?

AGENT COULSON
Did you get the Professors message?

Cable nods.

AGENT COULSON (CONT’D)
Then there’s no time to lose.

DEADPOOL
Hey, you see here’s the thing. I’m 
not a superhero.

AGENT COULSON
No worries! There was one that is 
still left here on earth. The last 
remaining superhero on earth. He 
will be leading the rescue team.

DEADPOOL
Rescue mission?

CABLE
Wade!

DEADPOOL
So I finally get to meet the eye 
patch guy.

AGENT COULSTON
He’s been captured!

DEADPOOL
That’s a bummer! By the way you 
will be paying for the damages to 
my door right. 

(MORE)
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I’m sure S.H.I.E.L.D. can afford 
that? ::winks::

FADE TO BLACK.

POST CREDIT THREE

EXT. AVENGERS FACILITY UPSTATE NEW YORK

A man is seen carrying a bag over his shoulder and then 
tosses it to the floor. He pulls out a cigar and lights it 
up.

AGENT COULSON
You couldn’t done that outside.

PROFESSOR CHARLES XAVIER
Welcome back Logan...

LOGAN
I’m ready bub.... 

END

DEADPOOL (CONT'D)
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